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Abstract— Most commercial banks in Kenya are giving loans to public university employees with no much restriction. The condition of 

provision of assets as securities against the loans advanced is no longer a strict requirement as long as the borrower is able to produce a 

payslip and assurance from the employer that the applicant for the loan is an employee of the institution and that the employer will recover 

the loan advanced through the check off system and remit the same to the bank. However, most of the loan advanced to the applicant 

does not always get utilized for the intended use. As far as public universities employee borrowing is concerned, it is not known whether 

the changes in borrowers’ financial situation are related to the adherence to the intended purpose of the facility. This study was aimed at 

evaluating the relationship between loan beneficiaries’ changes in financial status and adherence to intended purpose. Data was collected 

from a sample size of 150 employees which was selected through stratified random sampling. Data was analyzed using descriptive 

statistics (frequencies and percentages). This study found that there is a higher chance of suffering negative change in financial status 

beneficiary of a commercial bank loans would suffer a negative change in financial status if loan is not used for the intended purpose as 

opposed to when the money is used for the intended purpose. There is need for banks (with supervision from the government) to ensure 

that they monitor the usage of loan facilities that they advanced to their clients. Non-usage of loan for the approved purpose contributes to 

difficulties in the servicing of such loans and eventually a negative change in financial status. 
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——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ORROWING is the acquisition of funds from either a 

financial institu tion, cooperative societies, saving and  

credit cooperatives  societies or any other organized  

financial institu tion that are able to provide finance which is 

refundable with an interest. Commercial banks have been 

providing this facility to public universities employees among 

other types of customers.  

 

Commercial bank borrowing among university employees has 

been hard  for many years until lately. It is now  easy for public 

university employees, to access loan as a result of a form of 

collaboration between the employer and the loan facility 

providers. Most of public universities employees can  walk to 

the bank with only a confirmation that they are salaried  by 

producing a pay slip .  

 

Because of the high risk of default among employees as well 

as inadequate financial facilities, access to formal finance 

remains a challenge. Most employees do not meet the loan 

conditions by financial institu tions. The financial system in 

most African countries is under-developed, and so provides 

few financial instruments. The infant capital markets in the 

country explain the limitations of long-term financing faced by 

most employees. Non-bank financial intermediaries, such as 

micro-credit institu tions, could  be a big help  in lending money 

to the small individuals but they do not have the resources 
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and ability to invest in expensive loan recovery (Kon & Storey, 

2003). 

 

Normally commercial banks provide borrowing facilities to 

salaried  employees and business people, where public 

universities employees are among the beneficiaries of these 

borrowing facilities. Loan use can be beneficial or d isastrous; it 

must be watched and regulated , and kept with its proper 

bonds, by financial intermediaries and other financial 

regulatory bodies such as commercial banks. Due to market 

liberalization and competition for customers, interest rates are 

slowly coming down leading to increase in circulation of 

money.  

 

In Kenya, all commercial banks are regulated  by Central 

Banks of Kenya (CBK) that has constantly been exploring 

ways of lowering the cost of money to try to make lending to 

private and individual borrowers cheaper . This is aimed at 

reducing bottlenecks of lending while addressing market 

inefficiency in the banking sector. Despite regular persuasion 

to bring interest rates down, still commercial bank lending 

interest rates are high and also borrowing from this 

commercial banks remains high (Kithinji,2010).  

 

 

Decision making is a circular, ongoing process in which a 

decision influences fu ture choices. Creating and considering 

alternatives are crucial in  making good decisions, from 

possible courses of action which usually faces the categories to 

expand the current life situation, exchange the current 

situation, continue with the same course of action and also 

take a new course of action. These categories may not apply to 

every decision and  situation; however they represent possible 

causes of action. Creativity in decision making is vital to 

effective choices as this enable one to p lan his resources of 

finances well, however in some situation it may be d ifficult to 

work with the available resources and this necessitate 

p lanning for additional funding which lands many into 

borrowing, borrowing is part of p lanning that need and 

require careful consideration and making careful financial 

decision, therefore comm ercial banks borrowing is one part of 

this personal financial p lanning (Fisher, 2002). 

 

Among the key determinants for small business borrowing is 

age, where mature borrowers are able to borrow more due to 

experience, while younger ones borrow less. The level of 

education also determines how much a borrower can get due 

to the possibility of adopting a contemporary management 

style, which is unlikely to fail. The age of an enterprise is also 

important as older enterprises get more consideration for 

credit qualification than young ones. As financing sources 

keep pace with evolving Information Technology (IT) and 

economic trends, there is need for financial institu tions, both 

formal and informal, to widen up their doors. Most rural 

people have no access to banks because of poor infrastructure 

in such areas. Rural businesses also face low incomes due to 

lesser concentration of people and fewer economic activities. It 

is thus clear that the government's role in infrastructure 

development would  p lay an important role in improving 

credit worthiness or access to it. People involved in small-scale 

lending should  employ the concept of the triangle of outreach, 

financial sustainability and impact, as they choose their target 

clients. The more innovative and locally adapted  the project 

design, the better the prospects (Fofack, 2005). 

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study used  a case study research design. Case study 

refers to the collection and presentation of detailed 

information about a particular participant or small group, this 

enable the research to concentrate in detail on a particular area 

to represent the whole population due to scarcity of resources 

and limitation of time. The target population in this research 

study was staff employees of Kisii University. A Sample of 150 

respondents was used  for this study. The respondents were 

selected  from management and employees. Systematic 

stratified  random  sampling was used . The main tools for data 

collection used  in this study were questionnaires. The use of 

questionnaires is justified  because they afford  an effective way 

of collecting information from a large sample in a short period  

of time and at a reduced cost. The questionnaires also facilitate 

easier coding and analysis of data collected . The 

questionnaires were both closed  ended questions. Valid ity and  

reliability was established, Content valid ity of the research 

instruments was established in order to make sure that they 

reflected  the content of the concepts in question. In order to 

ensure valid ity and reliability of the instruments, similar 

question were administered  in Laikip ia University through 

pre-testing (p iloting). The objective of p iloting was to 

eliminate some ambiguous items, establish if there will be 

problems in administering the instruments, test data collection 

instructions. The questionnaire was self-administered  through 

a drop and p ick after one day method . Data management and 

analysis was done using Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SPSS).  

3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Demographic Profile of Respondents 

This study made use of both male and female university 

employees. There was significant gender parity among the 

respondents with 65.4% of them being male and only 34.6% 

female (Table 1). These results imply that the number of 

female employees was significantly lower than that of male. 

Gender empowerment and promotion in the country need to 

be propagated . This also signifies the importance of 

establishing a gender-responsive employment structures. 

Cater (2000) noted  that women in Kenya face numerous 

constraints in accessing affordable finance for small business 

primarily because of problems of access to collateral. 
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Table 1: Demographic Profile of Respondents  

Variable Categories Frequencies Percentages 

Gender Male 98 65.3% 
 Female 52 34.7% 
 Totals 150 100.0% 
Education 

level 

Certificate 50 33.3% 

 Diploma 37 24.7% 
 Undergraduate 28 18.7% 
 Postgraduate 35 23.3% 
 Totals 150 100.0% 

 

The employees who participated  in this study had varying 

levels of education (Table 1). Most (32.3%) of the employees 

have certificate levels of education. Employees possessing 

d ip loma level of training comprised  24.5% of the entire sample 

while those with undergraduate level of education were 

18.9%.  About 23.3% of the fu ll sample had postgraduate level 

of education.  

 

This indicates that it is not only expected  that some of the 

employees be in higher job groups and consequently earning 

more in their salaries but also some to be with medium and 

low income levels of earnings. 

 

3.2 Reasons for Borrowing 

There are a variety of reasons why most university employees 

borrow from financial institu tions. These reasons are 

summarized  in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Reasons why University Employees Borrow from 

Financial Institutions 

Reason for borrowing Frequency Percentage 

Payment of school fees 49 32.7% 

Starting a business or 

financing an existing one 38 

25.3% 

Construction (build ing) 35 23.3% 

Purchase of assets 22 14.7% 

Others 6 4.0% 

Total 150 100.0% 

 

Majority (32.7%) of the employees borrow money from 

lending institu tions for the purpose of paying of school fees. 

This is closely followed by employees who borrow for the 

purpose of either starting a new business or financing an 

existing business as represented  by 25.3% of the respondents. 

About 23.3% of the employees argued that they acquire loan 

for the purpose of build ing (construction) of structures such as 

rental and residential houses. About 14.7% of the reasons for 

borrowing were attributed  to purchase of assets.  

 

These results agree with Loyd (2003) who noted  that the most 

important reasons for borrowing is the financing of certain 

undertaking that require huge amount of money that 

occasionally, the borrower may not be in its possession. 

 

3.3 Relationship between Loan taken and the Purpose of 

Borrowing 

Majority of the university employees who w ere noted  to 

borrow heavily d id  so because their purpose of borrowing 

required  a lot of money. Majority of the employee indicated 

that their financial status changed positively. However, there 

were still some employees who indicated  that their financial 

status had changed negatively. This is depicted  in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: How the Employee financial Status Change after 

taking the Loan 

 

Majority (43.3%) of the employees claimed that their financial 

status had turned good after taking the loan. About 30.0% and 

14.0% claimed that their financial status had become bad and 

worse, respectively. Among the employee whose financial 

status turned to be very good were 4.0% of the total 

respondents. Some (8.7%) of the respondents were not sure 

about how their financial status had changed since the 

acquisition of loan. 

 

3.4 Utilization of the Loan Obtained for the Intended Use 

Some of the factors that can contribute to negative changes in 

employee financial status as a result of acquisition of loan is 

the improper u tilization of the loan for the intended purpose. 

Table 3 summarizes the employee response on whether the 

loan acquire was used  for the intended purpose. 

 

Table 3: Whether the Loan obtained was used for Intended 

Use 

Response  Frequency Percent 

Yes 124 82.7% 

No 26 17.3% 

Total 150 100.0% 

 

Majority (82.7%) of the employee make use of their loan for 

the intended purpose. However, about 17.3% did  not use their 

loan for the intended purpose. Failure to use the loan for the 

intended purpose most of the time translate to misuse and 

may crumble the financial status of the loan beneficiary. 

 

3.5 Relationship between the change in financial status and 

whether the loan was used for the intended purpose  

Majority of the university employees who took loan from 

commercial banks were noted  to have used  it for the intended  

purpose.  A cumulative of   45.2% of the university employees 

who used the commercial bank loan for the intended purpose 
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reported  a ‘ very good’  or ‘ good’  change in financial status. 

Contrary to this, a cumulative of 0.0% of the university 

employees who used commercial  bank loan for purpose that 

it was not intended reported a ‘ very good’  or ‘ good’  change 

in financial status as shown in the table below. 

 

Table 4: Relationship between change in financial status and 

usage of the loan 

  
Used for the intended 

purpose 

Not used for the intended 

purpose 

Change  f % Cum. f % Cum. 

V.good  4 3.2% 3.2% 0 0.0% 0.0% 

Good  52 41.9% 45.2% 0 0.0% 0.0% 

Not sure 6 4.8% 50.0% 4 15.4% 15.4% 

Bad 31 25.0% 75.0% 22 84.6% 100.0% 

Worse 31 25.0% 100.0% 0 0.0% 100.0% 

Total 124 100.0%   26 100.0%   

 

The above table shows that majority (41.9%) of the 

respondents who used the commercial bank loans for the 

intended purpose reported  a ‘ good’  change in financial 

status. This was closely followed by those who reported  a 

‘ bad’  change (25.0%), ‘ worse’  change (25.0%) and ‘ very 

good’  change (3.2%). However, about 4.8% of the total 

respondent who had used commercial bank loans was not 

sure whether there was any change in their financial status. 

 

Majority (84.6%) of the university employees who did  not use 

the commercial bank loan for the intended purpose reported  

that their financial status change was ‘ bad’ . However, about 

15.4% of the university employees who had not used  the 

commercial bank loan for the intended purpose were noted  

not to be sure how their financial status had changed. 

 

These results imply that there is a higher chance that a 

beneficiary of a commercial bank loan would  suffer a negative 

change in financial status if he/ she does not use the money for 

the intended purpose as opposed to when the money is used  

for the intended purpose. 

3 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The use of loan is a very popular way of financing activities of 

salaried  employees. Majority of the employees with pay slips 

embark on their preferred  projects with loan financing. These 

projects include starting/ establishing a business venture, 

construction/ build ing, p urchase of assets and paying of 

school fees. There is a higher chance that a beneficiary of a 

commercial bank loan would  suffer a negative change in 

financial status if he/ she does not use the money for the 

intended purpose as opposed to when the money is used  for 

the intended purpose. 

 

There is need for banks (with supervision from the 

government) to ensure that they monitor the reasons why they 

offer loans to their clients to guarantee prudent usage of the 

approved loan for the approved purpose. The lack of usage of 

loan for the intended purpose was noted  to contribute to 

d ifficulties in the servicing of such loans and eventually a 

negative change in financial status. 
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